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Abstract
Interaction with 3D objects using standard computer in-
put devices such as a mouse and keyboard is often a
difficult task. For this reason,Tangible User Interfaces
(TUIs) are developed to allow more natural 3D interac-
tion by manipulating physical objects in a familiar way.
We present a new TUI system that includes a passive
optical tracking method to compute the six degree-of-
freedom pose of a sphere in a real-time video stream, and
then apply the pose to a virtual object. The pose is accu-
rately resolved under partial occlusions, allowing manip-
ulation by hand without a tracking failure.

1 Introduction

Natural interaction methods that consist of manipulating
real physical objects to control virtual entities are often
called Tangible User Interfaces(TUIs). We present a
new TUI system that operates by resolving the full six
degrees-of-freedom (DOF) pose of a sphere from real-
time video input, and then maps the pose to a 3D virtual
object. We use a blue ball with red and green surface dots
as the sphere to be tracked (see Figure 1). This approach
is similar to that of Guenter et al. [3], who use colored
dots to capture facial animation.

Figure 1: Sphere to be tracked for interaction.

Other vision-based TUIs have been developed by Fjeld
and Voegtli [1], and Huang et al. [4] where a physical
cube is visually tracked for 3D interaction. However,
the cube tracking relies on locating planar markers on
the sides of the cube which do not allow occlusion by
a user’s hand. As well, the planar tracking accuracy de-
pends on the angle formed between the plane normal and
the camera, so tracking can be inconsistent as the cube
is manipulated. Our sphere tracking system provides a

more consistent TUI that can handle partial occlusions,
allowing the sphere to be manipulated by hand. Vision-
based sphere tracking is not a new idea, however most
of the previous methods resolve only three DOF, namely
the position of the sphere and not the orientation. The
most similar method to ours is that of Greenspan and
Fraser [2], where a sphere dipole is tracked to provide
a five DOF passive input device.

2 Sphere Tracking

Our sphere tracking method consists of a number of com-
puter vision techniques and applications of 3D geometry.
We break up the tracking into two steps: computing the
sphere location and computing the sphere orientation.

2.1 Location
Locating the sphere in an input image consists of finding
its circular projection and then computing the 3D location
with respect to the camera. The blue color of the ball is
used to find its projection. First a binary image is created
by segmenting based on the hue that represents the blue
color. Then contours in the binary image are computed
and small contours are filtered out. Since the projection
of a sphere is always a circle, the minimum enclosing cir-
cle of each contour is computed and the contour with the
best ratio of pixel area to minimum enclosing circle area
is chosen as the sphere projection. Figure 2 illustrates
these steps to find the projection of the sphere.

Figure 2: Locating sphere projection. From top left: In-
put; Binary image; All contours; Filtered contours (filled
in); Minimum enclosing circles; Most circular contour.



When the sphere projection is found, the 3D location
of the sphere(X, Y, Z) is computed using the intrinsic
parameters of the camera. If the focal length of the cam-
era isf , the principal point is(px, py), and the center of
the sphere projection is(u, v), then

X = Z·(u−px)
f , Y = Z·(v−py)

f .

So we haveX andY expressed in terms ofZ. Now,
we use the assumption of weak perspective projection [2]
to computeZ as follows

Z =
R · f

r
,

whereR is the radius of the sphere andr is the radius of
the circular projection.

2.2 Orientation
The red and green dots on the surface of the sphere are
used to compute its 3D orientation. First the projections
of the dots are located on the image plane, similar to
locating the blue projection of the sphere. In this case
the projections are ellipses and we can restrict the search
space to within the projection of the sphere that we have
already computed (as shown in Figure 3). Then we com-
pute the polar coordinates of the located dots assuming
that the center of the sphere projection is the north pole.
The two dots closest to the center of projection are se-
lected, and the angle between them (through the center
of the sphere) is calculated from the polar coordinates.
This angle is then used to search through a pre-computed
list of all pairs of dots to determine the set of all pairs that
the selected dots could match. For each potential match, a
virtual copy of the sphere is oriented to align the two cho-
sen dots and a score is computed to indicate how well the
other located dots align. The orientation with the highest
score is chosen as the real sphere orientation.

Figure 3: Locating the projection of surface dots. From
left: Input; Restricted Input; Ellipses found for red (filled)
and green (unfilled) dots.

3 Results and Applications

Our TUI system operates at an average of 15 frames
per second on a Pentium 4 processor at 3.4Ghz using
640x480 color images. One of the main benefits of our
system is the ability to handle partial occlusions. We

choose the minimum enclosing circle for the sphere pro-
jection and also we do not require all of the surface dots
to be visible. This allows a user to pick up and control
the sphere by hand, even if their fingers occlude part of
it. Figure 4 demonstrates the results of our system includ-
ing occlusions, by augmenting a teapot using the pose of
the sphere.

Figure 4: Regular tracking results (top) and occlusion
handling results (bottom).

Applications of our TUI system include augmented re-
ality, games, CAD systems, and virtually any interactive
graphical application.
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